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eople have always gathered by the fire. Not only
to warm themselves, but
also to eat with family and friends.
The special aromas, which only
really unfold when grilling, inspire
pleasure enthusiasts all over the
world. And if you look much more
deeply into the barbecue world,
you will discover much more than
just bratwurst and steak – so why
not try a Final Frontier?
For you as a Char-Bro, you’ll also
find some inspiration in this issue:
From page 36, for example, you’ll
find cool American football recipes. Want to develop your BBQ
know-how? You can also do that

from page 42. But no matter what
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patented TRU-Infrared™ cooking
technology (page 6/7) you are
guaranteed to conjure up a great
BBQ: Simply delicious, simply
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flavour of the American way of
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keep calm and barbecue!
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enjoy our new magazine.
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MAKING
BARBECUING

EASY

A desire for barbecuing

I

4charbroil.de

n German, they say: Alles, was
das Herz wohl will, ist die Lust an
Fleisch vom Grill“. This means,
“Cooking meat on the barbecue is
all you need in life”. This proverb
may be said with a twinkle in the
eye, but for true barbecue fans,
it speaks from the soul. Because
what could be nicer than having a
barbecue evening with friends and
relatives? You must have experienced it: at hardly any celebration
is the atmosphere as relaxed as at a
barbecue party.
Whether cooking over crackling
coal or an electric or gas grill: It’s
only when barbecuing that you get

this mouth-watering aroma – and of
course that special flair that makes
barbecuing so irresistible.
This unique barbecue flavour, which
enhances meat, fish or vegetables
with these wonderful aromas,
cannot even be achieved with the
most modern high-tech pans on the
stove. And those who also marinate,
lovingly season or refine their barbecue food in other ways can always
discover special flavours. In a nutshell: A life with barbecue would be
possible, but meaningless.
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Hard facts

TRU-Infrared™
The special success guarantee

1 BARBECUE SYSTEM = 5 ADVANTAGES

You can
find our
on char tutorial
broil.eu

How does the
How do Char-Broil
TRU-Infrared™ cookgrills solve the heat
ing technology work? problem?
The secret of the TRU-Infrared™ cooking technology lies
in the way it transfers heat. Conventional grills only work
with convection (circulating air). The heat is transferred through the air. TRU-Infrared™ grills, on the
other hand, work with infrared heat, so the air is not
heated first, but the heat is transmitted directly to
the food by radiation.

Whether charcoal or gas grills: Most of our models include the
patented TRU-Infrared™ cooking technology, which delivers nothing but the best barbecue results. Our special Infrared Emitter
above the heat source absorbs the energy and heat, which is
then radiated evenly over the food. This guarantees more moisture, which significantly enhances the taste and more.

Conventional grills
produce only circulating
air heat, which does not
heat up your food evenly.

How is the
heat distributed when
grilling?
Heat is not evenly distributed on a conventional grill and as a
result the food cooks at different speeds. Gas barbecues have
an additional problem, because the heated air removes the
moisture from the barbecued food and then simply evaporates.
This does not happen with TRU-Infrared™ cooking technology
as there is reduced air circulation.

The patented Infrared Emitter
converts the circulating air
heat into radiant heat, which
is then directly and evenly
emitted to the grill food. The
Infrared Emitter differs
depending on the
product line.

100%
PREVENTS
FLARE-UPS

100 %
EVEN HEAT

EASY TO
CLEAN

UP TO 30 % LESS GAS
CONSUMPTION

MORE THAN
JUST HOT AIR – UP TO

50%

JUICIER
FOOD

You can recognise TRU-Infrared™ grills by this logo
6
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HYBRID?
OF COURSE!

Hybrid

From gas to charcoal grill
in no time at all
Char-Broil offers the perfect solution
for all those who do not want to
commit themselves to a specific
type of grill: Hybrid grills! Our
Gas2Coal 330, for example, can
be converted from a gas grill
to a charcoal grill in less than
60 seconds – all without using a
single tool. The gas version of our
All-Star universal grill also lets you
switch between the two worlds
conveniently. And with the Gas2Coal 440 (page 30), you can even
grill simultaneously with gas and
coal! If you want special smoked
flavours, get them via the hybrid
model.

All-Star
Thanks to the optional All-Star
charcoal tray (left), the All-Star
also turns into a charcoal grill in
no time at all!

8
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Gas2Coal
The Gas2Coal 330
(3-burner) and its big brother,
the Gas2Coal 440 (4-burner)
switch from gas grill to charcoal
grill in 60 seconds.

What is a hybrid grill and how do I use it?
Do you want a gas or charcoal grill? The two
are rather different. But the good news is: You
don’t even have to decide, because with a
hybrid grill you combine both types and can
decide at any time how you want to barbecue
your food.

Gas2Coal 330 (3-burner): Remove grate
and put it to one side. Remove the charcoal
tray from the drawer and place it in the grill.
Distribute the charcoal evenly and reinsert the
cooking grate. Simply ignite the charcoal with
the gas burners, without any barbecue lighter.
The patented coal tray guarantees uniform
heat without any flare-ups.

The Gas2Coal 440 (4-burner) is equipped
with two coal trays, making it is possible to
grill with charcoal as well as gas at the same
time on the hybrid grill.

All-Star Gas: With the charcoal tray, you can
turn our versatile universal grill into a hybrid
grill in 30 seconds. Just insert the tray and the
gas grill becomes a charcoal grill.
4
Advantages: One grill, two systems – no
matter if you want to grill with gas or charcoal.
They heat up the charcoal faster and can also
be easily and safely converted in just a few
steps.
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WHAT KIND OF
BARBECUER ARE YOU?

Grill finder

As soon as the temperatures rise outside, the Char-Bro is drawn to the grill. But which
grill suits you? Do you prefer an electric grill or a kettle grill? Maybe even a smoker?
Or the all-powerful gas grill?
You can find the answer on the next page. Have fun!

Yes
I like to stay
flexible. Sometimes the smoke
is annoying ...

S
T
A
R
T

Do you like
grilling?

Let’s go to the
nearest sushi shop!

Absolutely

Don’t worry!
You’ll be fine!
Best start small!

When I feel like
eating meat, it has to
smoke properly!
You want to relax. For
you, cooking is about
more than just food.
You value the correct
cooking process!

rill!

Let’s g

Yes

Do you like playing
with fire?

Do you prefer vegetables over meat?

Yes

I’m not a
boy scout!
You also need space
for the deckchair?

It has to be fast and not take
up too much space.
Casual and tasty – that’s
my barbecue motto!

No

Oink!

Barbecuing
is enough
relaxation!

I like the
 xperience to be
e
diverse and fancy.

Yes

All
is
I want !
e
g
sausa

For me, grilling is a
unique taste experience,
so I take my time.

e!

lov
Burger

Hot,
hot,
heat!

1

2

3

The adventurer

The non-adventurous

The perfectionist
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No

es
Potato r!
foreve

No

No
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!

On fire

I like to grill a whole
piece of meat
like Pulled Pork
or SpareRibs.

You are a real
Char-Bro!
Free choice!

!

Eat me

4
The experimenter
charbroil.eu
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GrillRubrik
finder

ANSWER

1

2

3

4

THE ADVENTURER
You like to play with fire!
You love a piece of smoked meat and
barbecue sauce and a cold beer.
If you are starving and could murder
some meat, get cooking!

THE NON-ADVENTUROUS
Stuck for space – you will
love this small grill.
No smoke, no waiting and no
massive clean-up effort after.
Crank up the heat and off you go!

THE PERFECTIONIST
Barbecuing is your passion –
you are interested in a mind-blowing
taste experience. The great thing is:
Being a perfectionist doesn’t even
have to be difficult, thanks to the
TRU InfraredTM success guarantee!

THE EXPERIMENTER
You need the barbecue feeling!
Pulled pork or spicy smoked ribs are
just as much a treat for you as smoked
fish or delicious dips.

A hybrid grill that can do both
(gas and coal) suits you, such as the
Gas2Coal 330, from page 30 onwards.

12
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A compact universal grill,
such as the All-Star, from page 28,
would suit you.

The Professional Line, such
as the 3400 S, would suit you,
starting on page 20

A high-tech smoking oven
would suit you, such as the Digital
Smoker, from page 34 onwards.

charbroil.eu
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USE YOUR TOOLS!
Power your way to the perfect barbecue!
Ultimate Outdoor Kitchen Platinum Line
Professional Line Performance Line
Convective Line Gas Specials All-Star
Gas2Coal Line Charcoal Smoker

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙
∙
∙

ULTIMATE
O UTDOOR
KITCHEN
Perfect equipment for your outdoor area
DESIGN
• Smart design ensures high user-friendliness
FLEXIBILITY
• With the ultimate modular outdoor kitchen,
the family meeting point can be easily moved
outdoors

FINISH
• High-end, robust and durable design
QUALITY
• High-quality stainless-steel body (Type 304)
for stability and long service life
• Combines comfort with long-lasting quality

Entertainment

3200

•

cooking technology for simpler grilling

and easier cleaning

• Cast iron grates for stronger heat storage and perfect sear
•
•
•

marks
Halogen interior ceiling lights to enable precise observation
of the cooking process even in poor light
Two pull-out drawers provide storage space for ingredients
and accessories
Can be flexibly combined with Ultimate Entertainment as
required

• Grey granite worktop
• Fully functioning sink with tap to wash crockery or salad
quickly

• Integrated plastic cutting board for preparing the ingredients
• Removable ice box to keep drinks cold and food fresh
• Retractable waste container for a tidy work surface
• Recessed double socket to connect small kitchen appliances or charge a mobile phone

• C an be flexibly combined with Ultimate 3200 as required

Primary grate: 61 x 43 cm

16
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PLATINUM LINE
Premium grills for the highest standards

2200 S

3400 S

4400 S

PREMIUM
COOKING TECHNOLOGY
• For simpler grilling and easier cleaning

SUREFIRE® ELECTRONIC IGNITER
• At each burner to light all burners with the simple
push of a button. No matches needed

• Two high quality stainless steel

• T hree high quality stainless steel

• Four high quality stainless steel

•

•

•

BURNERS
• Made of very heat-resistant stainless steel

HIGH-GRADE STAINLESS STEEL BODY
• Type 304 with end caps made of cast aluminium

•

GRATES
• Made of high-grade stainless steel

WARMING RACK
• A removeable shelf to keep cooked foods warm,
to toast bread or as an indirect cooking surface

•
•

EMITTER PLATES
• Made of long lasting stainless steel
WARRANTY
• 10 years on the stainless steel burners
• 5 years on the stainless steel grates and
stainless steel emitter plates
• 2 years on all other parts

18
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FRONT DRIP TRAY
• For easy cleaning

•

 urners as well as a side burner
b
T
 wo separate grill zones allow
maximum temperature control through
individually adjustable burners
T
 wo deep-drawn single piece
fireboxes each cast in one piece
T
 wo thermometers at grate height to
check the different grill zones
Large door made of stainless steel
Side shelf on both sides

for 2–4 people
Primary grate: 44.5 x 48.5 cm

 urners as well as a side burner
b
T
 hree separate grill zones allow
maximum temperature control through
individually adjustable burners

• Three deep-drawn single piece
•
•

fireboxes each cast in one piece
Three thermometers at grate height to
check the different grill zones
L
 arge, stainless steel doors hide the
gas bottle, when not in use and offer
additional storage

for 4–6 people
Primary grate: 67 x 48.5 cm

•
•
•

 urners as well as a side burner
b
Four separate grill zones allow
maximum temperature control through
individually adjustable burners
Four deep-drawn single piece
fireboxes each cast in one piece
Four thermometers at grate height to
check the different grill zones
Large, stainless steel doors hide the
gas bottle, when not in use and offer
additional storage

for more than 6 people
Primary grate: 89 x 48.5 cm

STORAGE
• Useful storage area for accessories

charbroil.eu
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Fig. 2

PROFESSIONAL
LINE
Only the best for professionals
COOKING
TECHNOLOGY
• For simpler grilling and easier cleaning
BURNERS & HEAT TENTS
• Made of very heat-resistant stainless steel
GRATES
• Made of cast iron
EMITTER PLATES
• Made of long lasting stainless steel
WARRANTY
• 10 years on the stainless steel burners
• 3 years on cast iron grates & emitter plates
• 2 years on all other parts

2200 S

Fig. 2

2200 B

charbroil.eu

3400 B

4400 S

4400 B

 wo fuel efficient, high performance burners
• Tmade
of stainless steel with safety shields for

hree fuel efficient and high performance
• Tstainless
steel burners, heat tents, and a side

our fuel efficient and high performance
• Fstainless
steel burners, heat tents, and a side

 oldable side shelves for additional working
• Fspace
and space-saving storage
 arge door made of stainless steel (Fig. 1) or
• Lpainted
steel (Fig. 2)

doors made of stainless steel (Fig. 1)
• Lorarge
painted steel (Fig. 2)

doors made of stainless steel (Fig. 1)
• Lorarge
painted steel (Fig. 2)

maximum heat

for 2–4 people
Primary grate: 47.8 x 44.5 cm

burner

for 4–6 people
Primary grate: 61.5 x 44.5 cm

burner

for more than 6 people
Primary grate: 77.2 x 44.5 cm

SUREFIRE® ELECTRONIC IGNITER
• At each burner to light all burners with the
simple push of a button. No matches needed
STEEL LID INCL: LID-MOUNTED
TEMPERATURE GAUGE
• Extra high double-layer cold-rolled steel lid
SINGLE PIECE FIREBOX
• Deep-drawn for extended durability
WARMING RACK
• A removeable shelf to keep cooked foods warm,
to toast bread or as an indirect cooking surface

4600 S
Four fuel efficient and high performance
• stainless
steel burners, heat tents, and a side
burner

LOCKING CASTERS

• For more mobility and stability

wo separate cooking areas for maximum
• Tﬂexibility
Two deep-drawn single piece fireboxes for
• extended
durability
cast iron grates for perfect sear marks
• Tashree
well as a cast iron griddle
arge, stainless steel doors hide the gas bottle,
• Lwhen
not in use and offer additional storage

for more than 6 people
Primary grate: 2 separate zones
with 48 x 44.5 cm each
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3400 S

Fig. 2

3500 B

Fig. 2

4500 B

Three fuel efficient and high performance stain our fuel efficient and high performance stain• less
• Fless
steel burners, heat tents, and a side burner
steel burners, heat tents, and a side burner
Red LED illumination (Fig. 2) on temperature
Red LED illumination (Fig. 2) on temperature
• controllers
•
for modern design and improved
controllers for modern design and improved
gas flow control

Large doors made of painted steel hide the
• tank
and offer additional storage

for 4–6 people
Primary grate: 61.9 x 44.5 cm

gas flow controls

Large doors made of painted steel hide the
• tank
and offer additional storage

for more than 6 people
Primary grate: 77.2 x 44.5 cm

charbroil.eu
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PERFORMANCE
LINE

Fig. 2

Innovative gas grills for your party
COOKING
TECHNOLOGY
• For simpler grilling and easier cleaning

SUREFIRE® ELECTRONIC IGNITER
• At each burner to light all burners with the
simple push of a button. No matches needed

220 S

GRATES & EMITTER PLATES
• Made in one piece
• Made of enamelled steel
WARRANTY
• 5 years on the stainless steel burners
• 2 years on all other parts

22
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LID-MOUNTED TEMPERATURE GAUGE
• Helps to keep track of preheat status and
monitor the overall temperature of your grill
STAINLESS STEEL WARMING RACK
• A removeable shelf to keep cooked foods warm,
to toast bread or as an indirect cooking surface
REMOVABLE GREASE TRAY
• Collects all the grease and makes cleaning
easier

340 S

220 B

Fig. 2

•
•

formance burners made of
stainless steel with safety
shields for maximum heatt
Foldable side shelves for
additional working space
and space-saving storage
Large door made of
stainless steel (Fig. 1) or
painted steel (Fig. 2)
Four castors (two locking)
offer easy mobility

for 2–4 people
Primary grate:
44.2 x 43.5 cm

•
•
•

high performance stainless
steel burners, heat tents,
and a side burner
Large side shelves for
added worktop space
Large doors made of
stainless steel (Fig. 1) or
painted steel (Fig. 2)
Four castors (two locking)
offer easy mobility

for 4–6 people
Primary grate:
67.9 x 43.5 cm

440 S

340 B

• Two fuel efficient, high per- • Three fuel efficient and
•

BURNERS & HEAT TENTS
• Made of very heat-resistant stainless steel

Fig. 2

440 B

330 B

• Four fuel efficient and high

• Three fuel efficient and

•

•

•
•

performance stainless steel
burners, heat tents, and a
side burnerr
Large side shelves for
added worktop space
Large doors made of
stainless steel (Fig. 1) or
painted steel (Fig. 2)
Four castors (two locking)
offer easy mobility

for more than 6 people
Primary grate:
74 x 43.5 cm

•

high performance stainless
steel burners, heat tents,
and a side burner
Large side shelves for
added worktop space
Two heavy-duty wheels for
stability and easy mobility

for 4–6 people
Primary grate:
67.9 x 43.5 cm

charbroil.eu
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CONVECTIVE
LINE
Solid and robust: The classic gas grill
BURNERS & HEAT TENTS
• Made of very heat-resistant stainless steel
GRATES
• Made of cast iron
ELECTRONIC IGNITION
• The push button creates a spark at the burner
and lights the grill. No need for matches
PERFECT REGULATION
• Wide temperature range and precise control
of the cooking process
MODERN LOOK
• Robust construction and modern design

LID-MOUNTED TEMPERATURE GAUGE
• Helps to keep track of preheat status and
monitor the overall temperature of your grill

Two stainless steel burners (8 kw/h) with
• stainless
steel heat tents
Two heavy-duty wheels for stability and
• easy
mobility

for 2–4 people
Primary grate: 41.5 x 47 cm

charbroil.eu

410 B

hree stainless steel burners (10.5 kw/h) with
• Tstainless
steel heat tents
wo heavy-duty wheels for stability and
• Teasy
mobility

for 4–6 people
Primary grate: 58 x 47 cm

our stainless steel burners (14 kw/h) with
• Fstainless
steel heat tents
wo heavy-duty wheels for stability and
• Teasy
mobility

for more than 6 people
Primary grate: 65 x 47 cm

WARMING RACK
• A removeable shelf to keep cooked foods
warm, to toast bread or as an indirect cooking
surface
LARGE SIDE SHELVES
• For added worktop space
REMOVABLE GREASE PAN
• For easier cleaning

440 S

640 B

Fig 2

 our stainless steel burners (14 kW/h) with
• Fstainless
steel heat tents and a side burner

 ive powerful stainless-steel (20.1 kW/h) burners
• Fand
a sear zone for even greater barbecuing

arge, stainless steel doors hide the gas tank
• Lwhen
not in use and offer additional storage
• F our castors (two locking) offer easy mobility

 .68-kW sear zone for quickly reaching high tempe• 4ratures
on the grill grate and a searing effect without

(3 kW/h)

for more than 6 people
Primary grate: 65 x 47 cm
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310 B

210 B

capacity

burning or drying out the barbecued food (Fig 2)

burner for even more preparation options
• S(3 idekW/h)
• Large side shelves for added worktop space

for more than 6 people
Primary grate: 89 x 47 cm

charbroil.eu
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You can fin
dm
recipes on ore
charbroil.e
u
well as in o as
B B Q Guide ur
App

Ingredients
2 whole corn cobs
400 g red beans (kidney)
1 kg tomatoes (tin)
4 large garlic cloves
200 g brown onions
For the bacon
500 g bacon from the butcher, min.
0.5 cm thick slices
80 ml maple syrup
80 ml Jack Daniel’s Honey
sea salt
black pepper
1 lemon

GAS SPECIALS

Mobile enjoyment? Or a 3-in-1 multi-talent?

GRILL2GO

•
MATCHING ACCESSORIES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grill2Go Carry-all
Custom design to fit Char-Broil Grill2Go. Travel easy to
your next camping vacation or to the park. Heavy-duty,
large-capacity bag features comfort grip, locking handles,
custom-molded base holds 2 propane cylinders, regulator
and tools, open access to grill handles allows for easy
transport, provides plenty of storage with outside pockets
and handy attachment loops.

26
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THE WILD WILD WEST
grilled bacon in Jack Daniel’s
Tennessee Honey Whiskey, lemons,
maple syrup BBQ beans and corn
made in a Dutch oven

•

cooking technology for simpler grilling and easier
cleaning
L
 id-mounted temperature gauge
One stainless steel burner
Cast aluminium ﬁrebox and lid with
two stainless steel latches
Stainless steel grate
Ignition tucked inside right front leg to
protect from damage
Can be used with gas cylinders (type
EN417) up to 500 g
Can operate with standard gas bottles
through an adapter (sold separately)
Easy to transport

for 1–2 people
Primary grate: 44 x 28 cm

THE BIG EASY

•
•
•
•
•
•

cooking technology for simpler grilling and easier
cleaning
3 in 1: Smoke meat, roast chicken, or
grill steaks – without oil for delicious
food and no extra fat
Roasting basket with adjustable holders
ﬁt large cuts of meat, up to 11 kg
Equipped with four rib hooks and two
chicken leg racks
Food temperature probe
Real-wood ﬂavour using wood chips or
pellets in the front-loading smoker box

Primary grate: 38.5 cm diameter

Directions
1. Rub the whole corn cob with a
little oil (e.g. sunflower or canola oil)
and grill until cooked. Shut the lid if
necessary.
2. Brown the garlic together with
the chopped onions on the side
burner. Add the tin of tomatoes and
flavour the whole dish with a strong
base seasoning of honey, salt and
black pepper. Simmer on a low heat
for around 45 minutes.
3. The corn should be cooked after
approx. 30 minutes. Scrape the
corn directly into the simmering pan
of tomatoes, add the beans and
cook together for the last 15 minutes. (The dish will become more
and more delicious every minute.)
4. Make a marinade for the bacon
from the maple syrup, the whiskey
and a little salt. Brush the bacon
with it and allow the marinade to
absorb for around 15 minutes.
5. Afterwards, caramelise the bacon
in its marinade on a grill tray at a
medium heat and then add directly
into the Dutch oven.
6. Place the Dutch oven straight on
the table, serve with the cut lemons.

charbroil.eu
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ELECTRIC

• The All-Star can be used
in a variety of ways
according to preference

Matching accessories

ALL-STAR CHARCOAL TRAY

• T urn the gas grill into a hybrid: Simply insert
the tray and cook with coal instead of gas

ALL-STAR

Versatile and powerful - Our universal grill
TECHNOLOGY
• For simpler grilling and easier cleaning

PORTABLE GRILL
• Removable grill and separate stand
for maximum mobility

GRATES
• Made of cast iron

LIGHTWEIGHT LID 
• Made of cast aluminium

EMITTER PLATE
• Made of long lasting stainless steel

ILLUMINATED CONTROL KNOB
•To adjust the temperature

WARRANTY ALL-STAR 120 GAS
• 10 years on the stainless steel burner
• 3 years on cast iron grates & emitter plates
• 2 years on all other parts

SIDE SHELVES
• Foldaway side storage trays with hook bar
and Gear Trax compatibility

COOKING

WARRANTY ALL-STAR 120 ELECTRIC
• 5 year on the heating element
• 3 years on cast iron grates & emitter plates
• 2 years on all other parts

28
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120 B Gas

120 Electric

• Strong heating element for cooking at 300 degrees

120 Gas

• S ureFire electronic igniter
• S tainless steel burner with easy controls for cooking
®

at 330 degrees

FOUR WHEELS
• For good mobility, two of which are fitted
with parking brakes

for 2–4 people
Primary grate: 45 cm diameter

for 2–4 people
Primary grate: 45 cm diameter

charbroil.eu
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CHARCOAL

GAS2COAL LINE
The one grill, that can do both
BURNERS & HEAT TENTS
• Made of very heat-resistant stainless steel
GRATES
• Made of cast iron
WARRANTY
• 5 years on the stainless steel burners
• 2 years on all other parts
PATENTED CHARCOAL TRAY
• Made of stainless steel
ELECTRONIC IGNITION
• The push button creates a spark at the burner
and lights the grill. No need for matches

30
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LID-MOUNTED TEMPERATURE GAUGE
• Helps to keep track of preheat status
and monitor the overall temperature of your grill

Read m
ore
hybrids about
page 8/ on
9

SIDE BURNER
• For even more preparation options
WARMING RACK
• A removeable shelf to keep cooked foods
warm, to toast bread or as an indirect
cooking surface
LARGE SIDE SHELVES
• For added worktop space

Fig. 2

Gas2Coal 330

Gas2Coal 440

• Three stainless steel burners (10.1 kw/h) with stainless steel • Enables grilling with charcoal and gas at the same time
heat tents and a side burner (3.5 kw/h)
• F our stainless steel burners (15.2 kw/h) with stainless steel
T

hree
stable
cast
iron
grates
heat tents and a side burner (3.5 kw/h)
•
• A patented charcoal tray ensures even heat and prevents
• F our stable cast iron grates
ﬂare-ups (Fig. 2)
• T wo patented charcoal trays ensure even heat and prevent
ﬂare-ups
• Two heavy-duty wheels for stability and easy mobility
• Four castors (two locking) offer easy mobility
for 4–6 people
Primary grate: 64.2 x 44.1 cm

for more than 6 people
Primary grate: 85.3 x 44.1 cm

charbroil.eu
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CHARCOAL
Matching accesories
Half-Time charcoal starter
This way, your food is ready faster. With the handy
half-time charcoal starter, the coal gets hot twice
as fast (compared to conventional ignition).

SMOKE &
COAL

That authentic barbecue flavour that is so vital
CHARCOAL GRILLS
• Tradition & performance with over 70 years'
experience

LID-MOUNTED TEMPERATURE GAUGE
• Helps to keep track of preheat status and
monitor the overall temperature of your grill

REMOVABLE ASH PAN
• For easy cleaning

LARGE WHEELS
• For easy transportation around the g arden or
balcony

Kamander
M
 aximum versatility: smoking,
baking and grilling
Innovative ventilation system
S
 olid, double-walled insulated steel
construction
C
 oated cast iron grate and versatile
stainless steel warming rack
T
 emperature range: 50–345 °C for
preparing all types of food
Convenient and large foldable side
shelf
Extremely efﬁcient with less than 1 kg
of charcoal

•
•
•
•
•

Kettleman

cooking
technology for simpler grilling and
easier cleaning
Hinged hood for grilling convenience
Front latch secures lid during transport
Enamelled grate. Easy to clean
Extra large 360° vents enable easy

•
•
•
•
•

Charcoal 3500
Patented charcoal tray for reduced
flare-ups and reduced charcoal
consumption
Firebox with external crank for
individual height settings
Big side air vents for optimum air
circulation control
Easy access door for easy cleaning

•
•
•
•

•
•

Primary grate: 52 cm diameter
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Primary grate: 56 cm diameter

Primary grate: 72.5 x 48 diameter
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ELECTRIC

CHARCOAL

SMOKER

Smoking done right

Digital Smoker
Compact and digital: our high-tech
smoker for easy smoking
Smoking or cooking at low
temperatures
Patented smoker box: uniform, longlasting, safe smoking for up to 8 hours
Four adjustable grates made of
premium grade stainless steel
Removable drip tray: faster
and simpler cleaning
Intelligent smoking by monitoring both
the chamber temperature and the food
core temperature via a food probe
Large, stainless steel locking latch
for smoke-tight seal

•
•
Matching Accessories

•
•
•
•

Bullet Smoker
For authentic smoking, thanks to
the unique design
Lid-mounted temperature gauge for
easy control of the grilling temperature
Sturdy steel design with moulded
door
Innovative 5-phase air ﬂow control
Enamelled grates on two levels
Easily accessible ash pan
Elegant matt porcelain ﬁnish

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Custom-designed to fit the
Char-Broil Digital Smoker.
Raises your digital smoker 40 cm
from ground for easier access.
4 grates: 38 x 31 cm each
Measures: 38 x 31 cm

charbroil.eu
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•

•
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Oklahoma Joe’s

• Robust heavy-duty steel construction
• Convenient access door on the firebox

Measure: 42 cm diameter

makes stoking or adding wood easy
Smoke Stack – A vertical pipe with
adjustable vents, regulates heat and
smoke by drawing it through the
cooking chamber
Cool Touch Handle – Get a firm grip
on your grill lid, while protecting your
hands and fingers from the heat
Multiple vents for easy heat and
smoke control
Lid-mounted temperature gauge for
easy control of the grilling temperature
Shelves to keep accessories
organised
Porcelain enamelled grates
Big wheels – Easily move your grill
around your backyard or Patio

Measures: 88 x 44 cm

charbroil.eu
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PARTYTIME!
How to barbecue? Recipes and useful
tips for your next garden party!

LET’S PARTY
Fun, drinks & food for you or your next party

Grape Fizz

THE MASTER
PLAN
How to make your barbecue a hit!
Sure, many people put on a
barbecue. But so that your
feast becomes an unforgettable
experience for your guests, we 
have some tips for you here.

Ingredients
2 grapefruits
2 limes
3 sprigs of rosemary
1 piece of ginger
2 tbsp. cane sugar
100 ml tonic
Mineral water, crushed ice
Preparation
1. Cut the grapefruits and limes in half
and squeeze them out, cut the ginger into
2–3 fine slices.
2. Place the ginger, two sprigs of rosemary and cane sugar in a glass and crush
with a pestle.
3. Put crushed ice into a whisky tumbler,
pour grapefruit and lime juice through a
sieve into the glass. Fill with tonic and
some mineral water.
4. Put a sprig of rosemary into the glass
for decoration.

!
New

Sriracha Cream Cheese Dip
Ingredients
2 large garlic cloves, peeled
2 packs of cream cheese at
room temperature
1/2 cup sour cream
2 to 3 tablespoons Sriracha
Sriracha Sauce & Salt
Chopped chives to garnish
Crisps (preferably strong nachos
or kettle chips) for serving
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Preparation
Chop the garlic into tiny pieces.
Add cream cheese, sour cream and
2 tablespoons of Sriracha. Season with
a little salt. Sprinkle with chopped chives
if desired. Serve with crisps for dipping.
Ready in 5 minutes!

Sriracha sauce
The Thai classic made of chillies
and garlic, refined with the
Sriracha sauce.

SEATING

A barbecue is a simple event, so just
use the tried-and-tested bar furniture.
Each table can easily accommodate
10 people. White paper tablecloths, a
few lanterns and hand-picked flowers
make your table decoration perfect and
spread garden party flair.

PREPARATION

To avoid stress on the day of the party,
do your shopping one day before the
event, then you will be a little more
relaxed on the day itself. You should
also allow some time in advance for
the dips or salads, depending on what
you have planned. Prepare everything
on the morning of the party. Pour the
salad dressings into glasses and then
simply tip them over the salads shortly
before the food is served. If you want to
marinate meat, for example, remember
to do this a few hours in advance so that
it has time to absorb the taste.

HUNGRY
HOUNDS

The thought of a barbecue is mouth-
watering. In order that you can feed all
those hungry hounds, you should calculate around 250–300 grams of meat
per person. Hearty side dishes such as
potatoes or bread come to about 100
grams per person. Also think of the vegetarians – you can’t go wrong with vegetable skewers, grilled cheese or stuffed
peppers. With these quantities you are
on the safe side, because everybody
doesn't eat the same.

DRINKS

Wine, beer, punch or champagne? 
No matter what your guests like to drink
– with about 1.5 litres per person you
are well equipped. With non-alcoholic
drinks: 2 litres per person should easily

tide you over. Don’t forget: Drinks
should be put in the fridge in time so
that they are nice and cool. Also make
sure plenty of ice cubes are available.

JUST RIGHT

The temperature of the meat is crucial
for a great barbecue experience – how
do your guests like their meat best?
Well-done, medium-rare or rare? To get
your meat just right, you have to keep an
eye on the core temperature – well-done
is about 68 degrees, medium-rare about
55 degrees and rare about 45 degrees.
You can simply do the thumb test to
check the core temperature, but it’s
even better to use the leave-in thermo
meters. For example our Char-Broil
Smart Thermometer (page 48).

charbroil.eu
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Char-Broil
Rubrik
App

Smart thermometer
and thermometer probe
With Bluetooth connection and timer
function: Thanks to the supplied temperature
probes and temperature display in the
Char-Broil App, you can cook your meat with
pinpoint accuracy. Read more on page 48.

THE APPS
THAT
YOU NEED
Digital support for your
Char-Bro life

Char-Broil BBQ Guide App
Proud to be one of America’s true
barbecue pioneers, we want to
share as much of our BBQ knowhow as possible. That’s why we’ve
created our free Char-Broil BBQ
Guide, which offers many tips and
tricks as well as interactive assembly instructions with pictures and
videos. Exchange ideas with other
Char-Bros, watch videos and look
forward to delicious recipes for barbecuing. The Char-Broil BBQ Guide
App is constantly being improved
and regularly updated.

Char-Broil Smart
Thermometer App
Do you like to barbecue according
to core temperature? Our smart
thermometer will notify you as
soon as your food has reached the
desired core temperature, ensuring
carefree cooking. You can choose
from pre-set temperature levels for
six types of meat or personalise
the temperatures to achieve the
cooking results you want. The smart
thermometer can be controlled
remotely via the thermometer display or simply via an app up to 50
metres away. 2 temperature probes
are included in the Char-Broil smart
thermometer, but you can use up to
4 temperature probes at the same
time.
Get the Char-Broil Apps!
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Help & Cleaning

4 FAQS

Need help? A selection of
frequently asked questions
Gas grills: Which gas bottle is the right
one? You can use any commercially available
gas bottle. They vary from 5 through 8 up to
13 kg. Gas bottles up to 5kg can be stored in
the cabinet base when the grill is not in use.
We recommend storing any gas bottle over 5
kg next to the grill.

Gas grills: How do I preheat correctly?
The lid of the gas grill must be closed in order to
reach the desired temperature during preheating.
To achieve a perfect result, you should preheat the
grill for 15 to 20 minutes at a high temperature.

You can
more FA find
www.ch Qs at
arb
and on roil.eu
B B Q Gu our
ide App
.

Universal rotisserie: Does the meat have to be
skewered in the middle? Yes, make sure the meat
is well balanced. The skewer rotates slowly and at
a constant speed. This cooks the meat evenly at a
constant temperature, also over a longer period of time.
Because it is cooked over a high heat, it also seals the
juices inside, making the meat deliciously juicy.
Our universal rotisserie (page 48) fits on every grill.

Core temperature: Where is the best place to
measure it? The correct core temperature is important in order to reach the optimum cooking point.
As the name suggests, this is the temperature that
should be measured in the middle of the meat, i.e. in
the core. You do this quite simply with the help of a
thermometer that is permanently in the meat, such as
the Char-Broil Smart Thermometer that is controlled
with an app (page 48).

CLEANING
IS FUN
Always brush
after barbecuing!
!

New

There are nicer tasks, but
with a few simple tips you
can r emove residues etc. in
the blink of an eye.

You can turn the heat up full-blast on
the gas grill: When the last piece of meat
has been grilled, simply set the heat button
to the highest setting. At 350°C, even the
stickiest residues will burn off the grill. N
 ow
clean the hot grill with the Hot-clean brush
Looks almost as good as new!

You have to get your hands dirty with
the charcoal grill: Simply dip a damp
sponge into the ash and clean the grate.
The ash slurry cleans away the burnt on
food residue. Then rinse the grate with water.
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Hot-clean replacement head
Unlike other brushes, our
Hot-clean brush is made of wood.
The first time you use it, it burns
exactly onto the shape of the
cooking grate and even removes
residue from a hot grill.

Cool-clean brush
Grill cleaner
and grate cleaner
& replacement head
Robust and rustproof, effectively
cleans top and side surfaces

Effective, classic method: Simply wrap
the grate in newspaper, lay it on the floor
and moisten it with water from time to
time – after a while it will be even easier to
remove residues with the Cool-clean brush
and the grill cleaner.
Tip: A cooking grate is easiest to clean
when it was barely dirty in the first
place: For this reason, always rub the grate
with some cooking oil, such as rapeseed or
sunflower oil, before grilling. Pleasant side
effect: The meat does not stick and is easier
to turn.
charbroil.eu
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VALUABLE
UTENSILS
Important helpers to make you a BBQ expert!

GRILL+ Collection

Accessories

Smoking, baking, steam cooking and more –
versatile grilling with the GRILL+ accessory system

UNLIMITED
POSSIBILITIES
All-Star accessories – Mix & Match
The All-Star lives up to its name - and the same applies to
its accessories. The All-Star shelf for additional space; the
customed stainless-steel All-Star rotisserie works continuously
with its integrated motor and the All-Star basket with interior
insulation offers plenty of storage space and ensures that your
meat is always fresh and properly chilled. The cover keeps the
All-Star well protected against the weather and makes sure that
barbecuing is enjoyable.

GRILL+
Roasting dish &
cutting board

GRILL+
Topper

GRILL+
Basket

GRILL+
Rib and roast rack

Article no.: 140015

Article no.: 140016

Article no.: 140017

Article no.: 140014

Hight
ligh

All-Star
charcoal tray
The innovation of
the year. Find more
about the topic of
hybrid on page 8/9

GRILL+ Skewers

GRILL+ Multi rack

Article no.: 140019

Article no.: 140020

Article no.: 140392

All-Star shelf

All-Star rotisserie

All-Star cover

All-Star cooling basket

Article no.: 140390

Article no.: 140389

Article no.: 140388

Article no.: 140391

GRILL+
Beer-can chicken rack
Article no.: 140018
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Mix & Match with our GRILL+ accessory system.
Each item can be used separately or in combination with the GRILL+ roasting dish. The result:
countless possibilities for more varied grilling and
even more taste.
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Thermometers

BBQ utensils

Get your food just right with thermometers.
For example with our brand-new smart thermometer (to the right of the picture):
 ith Bluetooth connection and notification
•W
function once the meat is ready
• F ree Char-Broil App for iOS and Android

Spatulas, tongs, forks – the BBQ utensils are made
of good materials

• P reset temperatures per cooking level for

Comfort Grip
Locking tongs

6 meat types

Accessories

Comfort Grip fork
Article no.: 140598

Article no.: 140584

Comfort Grip
Basting spoon &
brush
New

Comfort Grip
Spatula

Comfort Grip
basting brush

Article no.: 140597

Article no.: 140585

Comfort Grip
2 piece toolset

Comfort Grip
3 piece toolset

Article no.: 140543

Article no.: 140767

Marinade injector
Article no.: 140529

Article no.: 140542

Smart
Thermometer

Thermometer probe
Article no.: 140032

Article no.: 140030

Digital Thermometer

Leave-in
thermometers

Article no.: 140537

Article no.: 140546

Meat shears

Locking tongs

Spatula

3 piece toolset

Article no.: 140024

Article no.: 140586

Article no.: 140544

Article no.: 140545

Rotisserie & Co.

Universal rotisserie
Article no.: 140102

Rotisserie fine
mesh basket
Article no.: 140773
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Skewer rack
Article no.: 140587

3 piece beginners
set
Article no.: 140768
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Accessories

Accessories

Leather grilling
gloves

High-performance
grilling gloves

Article no.: 140518

Article no.: 140519

Barbecue mitt

Grilling apron

Kamander stone

Pizza stone kit

Pizza stone

Article no.: 140013

Article no.: 140517

Article no.: 140965

Article no.: 140513

Article no.: 140574

Rectangular
pizza stone kit
Article no.: 140787

Griddle plates

Our practical griddles can be used to cook
a range of BBQ food, including prawns,
vegetables or fried eggs

Pizza cutter
Article no.: 140774

Stainless steel
grill basket

Single burger press
Article no.: 140538

Article no.: 140536

4-burner grill
griddle

3-burner grill
griddle

2-burner grill
griddle

Universal griddle

Article no.: 140007

Article no.: 140008

Article no.: 140012

F
 its to:

Fits to:

Fits to:

• Professional 4-burner

Convective line
griddle
Article no.: 140031


a

ll
Convective
Line grills
•
Fits to:
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• Professional 3-burner
• Performance 3-burner
• Performance 2-burner
• Gas2Coal 4-burner
• Gas2Coal 3-burner

Fits to:



• Professional 2-burner
• Professional Double

Article no.: 140572

Article no.: 140515

•

All-Star grills

Aluminium trays XL

Article no.: 140556

Article no.: 140557

Beer-can chicken
roaster

Roast rack
Article no.: 140577

Article no.: 140776

Header

Cast iron griddle



• a ll 2-4-burner grills

Aluminium trays

Article no.: 140539

• Performance 4-burner

Round griddle
Fits to:

Article no.: 140573

Double burger
press

Fits to:

Stainless steel tray

Bacon rack

Article no.: 140582

Article no.: 140772

Half-time charcoal
starter
Article no.: 140788



• all side burners
charbroil.eu
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Smoking

Useful add-ons

Flavoured chips get even more
out of your BBQ food

With these accessories, you're prepared for anything

Accessories

Cast iron
smoker box

Stainless steel
smoker box

Gear trax
tool hooks

Gear Trax
combo kit

Article no.: 140551

Article no.: 140552

Article no.: 140025

Article no.: 140026

Magnetic tool bar

Adapter kit UK

Article no.: 140760

Article no.: 140532

Digital Smoker stand
Article no.: 140764

Custom-designed to fit the
Char-Broil Digital Smoker.
Raises your digital smoker
40 cm from ground for easier access.
Wood chips
hickory

Wood chips
apple

Wood chips
mesquite

Article no.: 140553

Article no.: 140555

Article no.: 140554

Grill handle light
Article no.: 140034

2 Cedar planks
Article no.: 140769

• High-power LED lighting
• Fits most grills
• R equires 3 AAA batteries
(not included)
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Cleaning

Covers

Food scraps, ash, oil and other dirt are no
problem at all thanks to the cleaning utensils
from Char-Broil.

Grill cleaner

Grate cleaner

Article no.: 140039

Article no.: 140040

Cool-Clean
premium brush

Accessories

Premium 2 burner
grill cover

Premium 3 burner
grill cover

Premium 4 burner
grill cover

Article no.: 140003

Article no.: 140004

Article no.: 140005

Cover for MOK
entertainment
module
Article no.: 140382

Article no.: 140533

Clean thing. This inno
vative brush is made of
red, grainy nylon bristles.
They will not break or fall
off even after 15,000 uses
(lab test). The Hot-Clean
replacement head is a
handy brush that you can
clean the warm grill with
ease.

Hight
h
lig

Hote clean replacement head

Cool-clean premium
brush replacement

Article no.: 140041

Article no.: 140534

Cool-clean brush

Cool-clean 360°
brush

Article no.: 140789

Article no.: 140001
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Cover for MOK
3 burner grill

2 burner grill cover
Article no.: 140765

Article no.: 140383

Verano 200 cover

Kamander cover

Article no.: 140386

Article no.: 140387

3-4 burner grill
cover

Extrawide grill
cover

Article no.: 140766

Article no.: 140385

Oklahoma Joe
cover

The Big Easy cover
Article no.: 140506

Article no.: 140505

Grill2Go Carry-all
Article no.: 140692

Kettleman grill
cover
Article no.: 140759

Digital Smoker
cover
Article no.: 140763

charbroil.eu
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Recipes & Tips

FISH, MEAT OR
VEGETABLES?
Take your BBQ know-how to the next level!
Chicken Chino
Cooked chicken leg with spicy spring
onion topping
Ingredients
4 chicken legs (together approx. 1.4 kg)
For the rub
2 tbsp. salt
1 tbsp. sugar
1 tbsp. aniseed
1 tbsp. caraway
2 tbsp. coriander seeds
1 tbsp. cayenne
For the topping
4 grilled spring onions
2 tbsp. roast onions
1 chili (mild)
1 head of garlic

1 small knob of ginger
100 g chulpe corn
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. cumin caraway
Some coriander green
Olive oil
Combine all the ingredients and rub into
the chicken legs.
Vacuum the whole thing or alternatively
pack it in a plastic bag and let it sit in the
refrigerator for 24 hours. Cook the spring
onions vigorously next to the meat. In the
meantime, fry the chulpe corn in oil.
Cut the grilled spring onions into thin
large slices, coarsely chop the remaining
ingredients for the topping and mix with

GRILL+, roasting dish and
chopping board
Easy preparation of delicious
dishes: The chopping board
serves as a cover, for preparation,
or for storage. The dish is made
of stainless steel.

the spring onions. Now just add the olive
oil, salt, caraway seeds, cinnamon, fried
onions and chulpe corn and arrange on
the chicken legs.

find
y ou can fo at
more in broil.eu
ar
www.ch as on our
l
as wel uide App.
BBQ G

The Thirsty Fish
Whole side of salmon with ginger beer,
Green Tabasco, celery and pico de gallo
Ingredients
1.8 kg salmon with the skin on,
with scales, boned
For the glaze
1 can ginger beer
2 tsp. Tabasco green
For the Pico de Gallo
4 large beef tomatoes
1 bunch spring onions
1 clove garlic
1 bunch coriander (cilantro)
2 Limes
virgin olive oil
sea salt
black pepper
Boil the ingredients for the glaze in a
small casserole dish and reduce the
liquid a little.

Hot Tip
Spiciness is “measured” in Scoville.
Tabasco® Jalapeño Sauce is one
of the mildest Tabasco sauces with a
spiciness of 1,000 Scoville.

Tabasco Jalapeño Sauce
The sauce from green Jalapeño
chilli peppers is a mild sauce
for those not used to spice.

Grill the fish open on the skin side until it
is almost cooked. Do not move the fish, it
will cook completely from one side. Brush
on glaze every 5 minutes. The fish is done
when the skin underneath is blackened
and the top is still slightly translucent.
For the pico de gallo salsa, dice the tomatoes, cut the spring onions finely, chop
the garlic, pluck the leaves from the stalks
of the coriander, mix with the limes and
olive oil and season with salt and pepper
to taste. Top the fish with the salsa.

charbroil.eu
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Recipes & Tips

Recipes & Tips

Fishermans Friend
Whole baked sea bass stuffed with limes
and ginger, Jack Daniel’s honey-sesame
glaze

Hot Tip
Recognizing the freshness of a fish
You lightly on the eyes –
bulging, clear and shiny.

Ingredients
1 whole sea bass, approx. 1.8 kg
3 limes
2 small knobs ginger
sea salt
For the glaze
4 cl Jack Daniel’s Honey
1 a spray of sesame oil
1 tsp. white sesame seeds
1 tsp honey
1 lime
Gut and scale the sea bass, taking care
with the sharp fins. Stuff with the whole
limes, knobs of ginger and a little sea
salt so that the fish can rest on the grate,
stomach side down. Cut the skin on the

GRILL+ Multi rack
Multifunctional attachment made of
stainless steel for perfect p
 reparation
of meat, chicken and fish.

side at an angle but not so deep that the
meat is damaged.
Preheat the grill to around 250 degrees.
For the glaze, mix all ingredients, except
for the sesame oil in a small casserole
dish and bring to the boil on the grate.
Reduce the liquid to a syrupy consistency. Add the sesame oil at the very
end and then brush all over the outside
of the fish. Put the fish on the grate and
bake for around 30 minutes with the lid
closed. Keeping brushing with the glaze
from time to time. The fish will be finished
when it is crispy and has turned a goldbrown colour.

The Italian Sidekick
Pork cutlet with aubergine puree, dried
tomato chimichurri and baked sage
Ingredients
4 pork cutlets, with fat rind
(around 1.5 kg)
4 aubergines
1 bunch sage, ideally large leaves
For the Chimichurri
2 cloves garlic
40 g parsley
2 limes
60 g spring onions
2 small chillies
salt
pepper
150 g dried tomatoes in oil
Halve the aubergine lengthwise and
score a criss-cross pattern into the cut
side. Salt and oil the cut side and then
sear on a high heat with the cut side

down. Afterwards, cook in indirect heat
for approx. 45 minutes, turning them over
several times until the flesh is soft.
Now scoop the flesh out of the skin using
a spoon or the back of a knife, cut finely
and season to taste with a little salt and
sugar. Dip the sage leaves in a little of
the oil from the dried tomatoes and then
slowly grill until crispy. Makes cuts into
the fat rind of the cutlets at a distance of
approx. 1.5 cm. Grill both sides on a high
heat and then finish off cooking them in
indirect heat at approx. 160 degrees for
around 20 minutes. The fat should be
nice and crispy. Finely chop all the ingredients for the chimichurri at the same
time and mix together. Squeeze the limes
and add the juice and season with salt
and pepper to taste. Last but not least,
arrange the cutlets on the aubergine
puree and top off with the chimichurri and
finally scatter the baked sage over it.

Hot Tip
The right thickness is crucial –
perfect is a cutting thickness
from 2.5–4 cm.

Comfort Grip Spatula
Premium spatula with extra long
handle. The comfortable
design is perfect to keep favourite
foods a little longer without burning yourself.
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The Final Frontier
Ingredients
1 large, flat pork belly without ribs
(approx. 2.7 kg)
For the filling
200 g prunes
6 cl Jack Daniel‘s Honey
2 tbsp. maple syrup
6 cl light soya sauce
sea salt
black pepper
1 tbsp. fennel seeds
1 tbsp. caraway
For the chive butter
250 g butter
3 bunches chives
sea salt
choice of white bread, e.g. focaccia
or ciabatta
If necessary, separate the pork belly from
the ribs and finely slice the skin in a crisscross pattern. Afterwards, butterfly the
entire belly to increase the surface area
and create a thinner layer of meat.

The Hung Cheese
Ingredients
natural wood
4 braided buffalo mozzarella
(each approx. 100 g)
hemp twine
80 g dried tomatoes
lukewarm water
2 oranges
2 heads of fennel with fronds
olive oil
salt
black pepper
Bind together the mozzarella braids with
the hemp twine and hang in the smoker.
Smoke at 130 degrees around 15
minutes.
Meanwhile fillet the oranges and collect
the juice (fillet over a bowl for this).
Remove the fronds from the fennel and
put aside. Slice the fennel thinly and add
to the orange juice. Season with olive
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Hot Tip
When you buy fennel, always use it
make sure that the leafy herb looks fresh
and green and that the tuber is not dried
at the cutting points.
oil, salt and pepper to taste. Add a little
sugar if the juice is too sour.
Cut the dried tomatoes into small chunks
and add. Allow to seep for around 30
minutes.
Remove the hemp twine from the warm,
smoked buffalo mozzarella and pull apart
on a plate with two forks. Top with the
fennel-orange-dried tomato salad. Arrange the fennel fronds decoratively next to
it, add a little black pepper – enjoy!

Smoker Box
For a special aroma you can add
different flavoured wood chips to
smoker boxes.

Smart Thermometer & Probe
Thanks to the supplied
sensor and display in the CharBroil App you can cook your meat
with pinpoint accuracy.

Hot Tip
The Professional Line is just right for
experienced barbecue professionals –
gas barbecue systems with well thoughtout extras, more space and above all
performance. Always with you: our
unique TRU-Infrared™
cooking technology.

First finely chop the prunes, roast the
caraway and fennel and then combine
all the ingredients for the filling. Coat the
entire surface of the pork belly and then
cover the meat side with the mixed filling.
Now roll up the belly like a snail so that
the roll is surrounded by the patterned
skin when finished. Finally, tightly bind the
meat with fire-resistant butcher's string.

Place the roll on the grate, preheated
to around 130 degrees, and close the
lid. The pork belly should be cooked in
approx. 8 hours at a core temperature of
around 70 degrees.
Now temper the butter, cut the chives
roughly and work into a paste with a little
sea salt in a pestle and mortar. Grill the
bread.

Recipes & Tips

Recipes & Tips

ALREADY
GRILLED
TODAY?
6 hot tips to create perfect results.
Meat
Show that you have taste.
Meat from the butcher may be
a little more expensive, but it is
known for freshness and high
quality. In addition, your trusted butcher knows the origin of
their products and will assist
you with expert knowledge on
how to cook it.

The True Gröstl
papas arrugadas, grilled salsiccia, spring
leek and zucchini with garlic, honey and
lemon on the grill tray
Ingredients
800 g small new potatoes
40 g sea salt
4 salsiccia (Italian, large pork sausages,
each approx. 100 g)
12 stalks spring leek
2 zucchini
3 garlic cloves
1 bunch fresh chives
40 g honey (2 tbsp.)
1 lemon
pepper from a mill
Cook the potatoes in plenty of water on
the side burner and tip away almost all
the water after approx. 15 minutes. Now
add sea salt and allow the remaining
water to evaporate, moving the pot at
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Hot Tip
Nice to know: Gröstle is a classic
Tyrolean pan dish.

High-performance
grilling gloves
Where there’s fire, there’s heat.
Our grilling gloves made
from a temperature-resistant
aramid blend protect your hands
up to 220°C.

entire time. A salt crust will form on the
potatoes.
Grill the sausages at the same time;
cut the zucchini lengthways into slices
approx. 4 mm thick and also grill.
Heat the grill tray on the other side of the
grill at a medium heat.
Halve the salted potatoes, slice the
salsiccia into small pieces and place in
the grill tray with a little olive oil. Add the
peeled, chopped garlic cloves. Place the
slices of grilled zucchini in-between and
mix together every 3 minutes.
Season with black pepper (naturally from
the pepper mill), honey, lemon, and a little
sea salt (remember that the potatoes are
already pretty salty). Last but not least,
top with fresh chives. Serve at the table
directly from the grill tray!

Marinade
Pre-marinated meat? Real
Char-Bros don’t use this – so:
Do it yourself! Rule of thumb:
First marinate the meat, then
cook it. Normally, a marinade
consists of oil, acid and
spices. But barbecued meat
can also be refined with wine,
fruit juice or yoghurt. Your
taste knows no bounds. Large
pieces of meat should be marinated overnight and stored in
the refrigerator.

Temperature
Do not take your meat out of
the fridge right before cooking – acclimatise it to room
temperature. It’s best to do
this about 30 minutes before
putting your food on the grill.
If it is too cold, the meat juice
and protein will be pressed
outwards. This results in dry
meat.

5
Cooked to a turn
Slowly does it. If you turn the
meat too early, it won’t just
stick to the grill. It also loses
liquid and becomes tough
more quickly. So don’t turn
your meat into a shoe sole!
Let it stay on the grill a while
before you turn it over.

re
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6
Fish
Fish fans don’t have to miss
out on the barbecuing experience: Firm and fatty species
such as trout, salmon, gilthead
and sea bass are good for
barbecuing. Fillets fall apart
easily, so it’s best to grill them
with the skin on. Don’t forget:
Oil the cooking grate and
carefully turn the fillets with a
grill spatula.

Vegetables
No cubes: Cut zucchini, aubergine, onion etc. into slices
or strips so that as much of
the surface as possible lies
on the grate. This ensures
that the vegetables cook
quickly and evenly. With mixed
vegetables, it makes sense to
group them according to their
cooking time: Small mushrooms and tomatoes are ready
faster than harder vegetables
such as peppers, potatoes or
carrots.
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BEHIND THE
SCENES
An insight into Char-Broil quality
management
Back in 1948, Char-Broil presented
the first cast iron grill – and thus
brought about a revolution. Today,
Char-Broil grills are designed and
developed by a core team in the
USA and worldwide support with
a total of more than 425 years of
industry experience. Our engineering department has expertise in
mechanical and materials engineering, gas combustion and plastic and
die-cast design. In developing our
barbecue products, our engineers
use state-of-the-art software to turn
people around the world into glowing barbecue fans with optimum
heat transfer and ergonomic design.
We guarantee the highest quality
standards.

High-end equipment
The Char-Broil production
plants are kitted out with the
latest equipment
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Behind the scenes

Prototype shop
Computer-controlled 3-axle
machining centre:
Production-quality parts
are produced here

Engineering Test Lab
The Char-Broil Engineering Test Lab
in the USA offers test support for
all our outdoor cooking products –
whether gas, electric or charcoal.
The laboratory is equipped with
state-of-the-art test equipment,
including a FLIR thermal-imaging
system, corrosion chambers, a
QUV-accelerated UV tester and
a wind room with a machine that
generates gusts of over 60 km/h.
In our test lab, specialists perform
all development, certification, safety and reliability tests before our
products go into series production.
Thanks to this extensive quality
control, we are able to produce
some of the most advanced grills on
the market. And with up to 10 years
warranty on special built-in parts.

FLIR Temp Test
The test with the thermal-
imaging camera shows how
the heat spreads across the
appliance and cooking grate

Prototype Shop
The Char-Broil Engineering Prototype
Shop in the USA is a facility with
computer-controlled equipment,
including a vertical 3-axle machining
centre, a 20-station laser and 3D
printer. In our prototype shop, we
create functional prototypes in production quality, which are used to
develop our grill products.
WHY ALL THE EFFORT?
So that we can give you a guarantee of up to
10 years on stainless-steel burners for example.
Almost infinite barbecuing pleasure! All information
about guarantees is on charbroil.eu

Wind Test
Measurement after the
test in the wind room
with wind speeds of up
to 65 km/h
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Productname

EAN

MODEL

COLOUR

SIZE
PRIMARY RACK
IN CM

DIMENSIONS
IN CM
MOUNTED
HXBXT

WEIGHT
IN KG

QUANTITY
BURNERS

POWER
MAIN
BURNER
(KW/H)

POWER
SIDE
BURNER
(KW)

PAGE REFERENCE

Ultimate 3200

4260547594165

140 906

Stainless steel

61 x 43

120 x 100.3 x 67.3

135

3

6.6

Ultimate Entertainment

4260547593731

140 905

Stainless steel

123.5 x 127 x 63.5

130

Platinum 2200 S

5709193933144

140 863

Stainless steel

44.5 x 48.5

123 x 123.2 x 63.5

74,3

2

4.7

Platinum 3400 S

5709193950080

140 861

Stainless steel

67 x 48.5

123 x 143.5 x 63.5

99,1

3

7

2.9

S. 18 / 19

Platinum 4400 S

5709193967156

140 867

Stainless steel

89 x 48.5

123 x 165.5 x 63.5

119

4

9.4

2.9

S. 18 / 19

Professional 2200 S

5709193880004

140 733

Stainless steel

47.8 x 44.5

121.4 x 119 x 59.7

52

2

6.2

S. 20 / 21

Professional 2200 B

5709193864004

140 731

Black

47.8 x 44.5

121.4 x 119 x 59.7

52

2

6.2

S. 20 / 21

Professional 3400 S

5709193881001

140 736

Stainless steel

61.5 x 44.5

121.4 x 130 x 59.7

66

3

8.4

3.8

S. 20 / 21

Professional 3400 B

5709193864103

140 734

Black

61.5 x 44.5

121.4 x 130 x 59.7

66

3

8.4

3.8

S. 20 / 21

Professional 4400 S

5709193883005

140 738

Stainless steel

77.2 x 44.5

121.4 x 145.4 x 59.7

77

4

11.2

3.8

S. 20 / 21

Professional 4400 B

5709193864202

140 737

Black

77.2 x 44.5

121.4 x 145.4 x 59.7

77

4

11.2

3.8

S. 20 / 21

Professional 4600 S

5709193894513

140 754

Stainless steel

48 x 44.5 (2x)

121.4 x 168.4 x 59.7

105

4

12.3

3.8

S. 20 / 21

Professional Black Edition 3500

4260547593748

140 899

Black

61.9 x 44.5

121.4 x 130 x 59.7

66

3

8.4

3.8

S. 20 / 21

Professional Black Edition 4500

4260547593755

140 909

Black

77.2 x 44.5

121.4 x 145.4 x 59.7

77

4

11.2

3.8

S. 20 / 21

Performance 220 S

5709193821113

140 727

Stainless steel

44.2 x 43.5

113 x 111.1 x 59.4

42

2

6.2

S. 22 / 23

Performance 220 B

5709193821007

140 740

Black

44.2 x 43.5

113 x 111.1 x 59.4

42

2

6.2

S. 22 / 23

Performance 330 B

5709193822004

140 794

Black

67.9 x 43.5

115.7 x 137.5 x 59.4

45

3

9.2

2.9

S. 22 / 23

Performance 340 S

5709193824008

140 744

Stainless steel

67.9 x 43.5

115.7 x 137.5 x 59.4

49

3

9.2

2.9

S. 22 / 23

Performance 340 B

5709193823001

140 743

Black

67.9 x 43.5

115.7 x 137.5 x 59.4

49

3

9.2

2.9

S. 22 / 23

Performance 440 S

4260547593250

140 790

Stainless steel

74 x 43.5

115.7 x 144 x 59.4

60

4

10.5

2.9

S. 22 / 23

Performance 440 B

4260547593274

140 791

Black

74 x 43.5

115.7 x 144 x 59.4

60

4

10.5

2.9

S. 22 / 23

Convective 210 B

5709193840213

140 840

Black

41.5 x 47

114.3 x 111 x 66.3

35,5

2

8

S. 24 / 25

Convective 310 B

5709193840312

140 849

Black

58 x 47

114.3 x 128 x 66.3

43

3

10.5

S. 24 / 25

Convective 410 B

5709193840244

140 843

Black

65 x 47

114.3 x 134,9 x 66.3

45,8

4

14

S. 24 / 25

Convective 440 S

5709193840251

140 846

Stainless steel

65 x 47

114.3 x 134 x 62.2

55

4

14

2.9

S. 24 / 25

Convective 640 B

4260547593373

140 847

Black

89 x 47

115 x 158.6 x 63.8

65

6

20.1

2.9

S. 24 / 25

Grill2Go

5709193402008

140 691

Grey Cast Aluminium

44 x 28

34.5 x 60.2 x 39.9

12

1

2.7

S. 26 / 27

The Big Easy

5709193020400

140 678

Black

diameter 38.5

92 x 58.7 x 59.4

28,3

1

5.3

S. 26 / 27

All-Star 120

4260547593298

140 881

Black

diameter 45

110.1 x 101.3 x 64.6

25

1

3.8

S. 28 / 29

Gas2Coal 330

5709193830023

140 723

Black

64.2 x 44.1

116.8 x 133.4 x 62.9

56.3

3

10

3.5

S. 30 / 31

Gas2Coal 440

5709193840022

140 757

Black

85.3 x 44.1

117.3 x 155 x 60.7

65

4

15.2

3.5

S. 30 / 31

Performance Charcoal 3500

5709193090052

140 725

Black

72.5 x 48

114.8 x 146.3 x 71,6

46.5

S. 32 / 33

Kettleman

5709193090199

140 756

Black

diameter 56

99.1 x 66 x 66

20

S. 32 / 33

Kamander

5709193090021

140 870

Black

diameter 52

116 x 111 x 69

58

S. 32 / 33

Oklahoma Joe’s Smoker Grill

5709193020455

140 755

Black

88 x 44

134.6 x 144.8 x 85.1

86

S. 34 / 35

Bullet Smoker

5709193098737

140 871

Black

diameter 42

99 x 54 x 55

23

S. 34 / 35

All-Star 120 Electric

4260547593311

140 891

Black

diameter 45

110.1 x 101.3 x 64.6

25

1

2.2

S. 28 / 29

Digital Smoker

5709193020097

140 908

Stainless steel

38 x 31 (4x)

82.55 x 46 x 41.9

27.8

1

0.8

S. 34 / 35

Gas
p. 16 / 17
p. 16 / 17
S. 18 /19

Gas/Charcoal

Charcoal

Electric
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